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Abstract Cognitive Radio is devised as a wireless com-

munication technology that enables user to communicate

without having a fixed pre assigned radio spectrum. The

technology facilitates the utilization of temporarily unused

portion of radio frequency in the licensed spectrum region.

Since its invention, researchers have carried out their

investigation in various directions like spectrum sensing,

spectrum allocation, routing etc. In this paper, a routing

mechanism is proposed for cognitive radio adhoc network

named as proposed stable routing (PSR). The proposed

algorithm constructs path from source to destination con-

sidering the probability of stability of the selected channel.

The channel is considered stable if the probability that the

channel would be claimed by the concerned primary user

during the operation of secondary user is comparatively

low. PSR is simulated in ns-2 and compared with Cognitive

AODV (CAODV) protocol. Observation shows that PSR

outperforms CAODV in terms of route survival time,

routing overhead and packet loss rate.

Keywords Cognitive radio networks � Routing �
Stable route � Multilayer graph

1 Introduction

Network research is progressing in diversified arena now-a-

days. Few most promising technologies such as, 4G [1],

information centric communication [2, 3] and software

defined networking [4] are getting considerable impor-

tance. Yet another concept called green mobile computing

(GMC) [5] is also gaining interest. In GMC, protocols are

designed to minimize power consumption so that carbon

emission is reduced during computation. A survey of such

green computing based routing is found in [6]. Biology

inspired algorithms are another step toward green com-

puting [7, 8]. Opportunistic packet forwarding and routing

in delay tolerant network (DTN) [9] is another area where

many research work is found [10–14]. These include

vehicular network based DTN and vehicular sensor net-

work [15, 16]. The routing in MANET with QoS

enhancement get equal importance in many research [17–

19]. However, all these networks stated above relies on

statically assigned channels either in licensed or unlicensed

frequency band. Such fixed channel assignment concept

leads to spectrum congestion and hence spectrum scarcity

in today’s densely populated scenario. That is why, a new

technology Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN) gaining

popularity that works on dynamic assignment of channels

to wireless devices and most vital issue routing of such

CRN is discussed in this paper.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the

year 2002, has presented a report [20] regarding the spec-

trum for wireless communication. It has revealed many

facts [21, 22] about the utilization of radio frequency used

in wireless communication. Their report about licensed

radio spectrum, states that only 15–85 % of the licensed

spectrum are utilized by spectrum users [23]. It implies that

the licensed spectrum is mostly unutilized or underutilized.
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This underutilized portion of the licensed band is called

white space or spectrum hole. The report also states that

the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific & Medical (ISM)

band is over-crowded with different communication

equipment operating in the region. Due to the congested

users in the ISM band, satisfactory service quality is

difficult to achieve. This FCC report opened up a new

direction of research to overcome the problem of spec-

trum scarcity in wireless communication. Few motivated

researchers have explored some mechanisms to use the

spectrum hole so that the problem of spectrum scarcity is

resolved up to some extent. The invention by Mitola [24,

25] of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA), United States in the year 1998–1999, makes

communication of devices possible with dynamic adjust-

ment of communication frequency. This newly designed

mechanism is called cognitive radio (CR). A CR capable

device has the ability to sense the environment for

available unused frequency spectrum and adjusts its

transmitter accordingly to communication. The CRNs is

an application of CR in real world network formation.

They primarily focus on utilizing the spectrum hole using

CR devices. In summary, the network formed by CR

capable devices is known as CRNs [26, 27] and those that

operate without infrastructure is called CRN adhoc net-

works (CRAHN).

The users in the CRN are divided into two categories,

the primary user (PU) and the secondary user (SU) also

known as cognitive user (CU). The PUs are those that

operate in Licensed Frequency band. The SUs are equipped

with an intelligent transceiver to detect the status of all

wireless communication channels in its surrounding area.

The SUs operate by opportunistically using the available

free licensed band. They can swing from one frequency

band to another frequency band dynamically in order to

transmit data. They exploit the licensed band either during

the absence of their legacy users or by judiciously com-

puting their transmission power in order to get benefit from

the spectrum hole. In CRN, PUs are the owner of channels

and have higher operational precedence over SUs. The

operation of PUs should not interfered by activities of the

SUs in any case. So, at any point of SU conversation, the

communication channel may be re-claimed by the PU, and

in such case the CU is bound to leave the channel. It seems

that the channel may disappear at any moment for the CU.

Due to such dynamics of channel availability, it is a quite

difficult to construct a stable route for a session carried out

by a SUs in a CRN [28]. Because, if a PU comes up, SU

occupying that channel must quit, allowing PU to com-

municate. In order to continue the ongoing transmission of

SU in such scenario, the affected SU needs to switch to

another available channel. Otherwise, the link will be

broken, which results in the failure of the ongoing

conversation. Needless to say that the frequent breakdown

in link leads to degraded service quality to the end users.

A stable path in CRN is desirable however, due to

channel dynamics, constructing a 100 % stable route is not

feasible all the time. But relatively stable path could be

constructed if channels selected for communication among

SUs in the path are less likely to disappear. In this paper,

we aim to construct a path by taking into account the

channel transition probability. The channel between any

two SU nodes with less probability of being claimed by PU

is selected in constructing the path from the source to the

destination. A preliminary version of the method discussed

here is available in [29]. This work presents an exhaustive

analysis and detailed description of the work of [29]. The

contribution of the paper may be listed as follows:

• There may exist multiple channels between two SU

nodes. Existing channels are modeled using multilayer

graph. The channel modeling represents a multi-hop

CRAHN.

• The appearance of PUs and hence vacating of channels

by SU nodes occur randomly. So, a probability based

novel technique for estimating the channel transition

probability is proposed. Each SU constructs the tran-

sition probability matrix before route formation. Ini-

tially, each channel is assigned a stability constant

based on ON–OFF period of owner PU.

• A new routing protocol for CRAHN is proposed where

channels are selected in the path based on their

transition probability. The protocol aims to select the

most stable path between any pair of source and

destination node.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2

explains related work on CRN routing. Section 3 is theo-

retical background of the work discussed in the paper. Our

routing protocol, Proposed Stable Routing (PSR) is

explained in Sect. 4. Section 5 demonstrates the compar-

ative result of proposed PSR. Conclusion of the paper is in

Sect. 6.

2 Related work

The nodes (SU nodes) in CRNs do not possess pre-allo-

cated spectrum (or channel) for communication as in tra-

ditional wireless network. In fact, the frequency spectrum

or channel in CRN very dynamically from node to node

[30]. This imposes greater challenge on routing in this type

of wireless networks. These challenges are more prominent

especially in multi hop network (also called CRN adHoc

network or CRAHN) communication. If two neighboring

nodes in the network do not share a common channel or

they share common channels but are not tuned to the same
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frequency then multi-hop communication becomes infea-

sible [28, 31]. So the routing protocols for traditional multi-

hop wireless communication need to be modified to

accommodate the spectrum dynamics and ensure satisfac-

tory performance in terms of network capacity, throughput

and packet loss ratio. Since the invention of CR, many

research efforts were consistently made to address various

issues to make the prominent technology suitable for net-

work communication. Few of them are, spectrum sensing

[32], spectrum allocation [33–37], routing [38] and security

[39] are getting significant importance. However, focus of

this paper is to study the routing protocol of CRN and

hence, few relevant routing related work are discussed in

this section. The routing protocols proposed for CRN in

general and CRAHN in particular, aim at suggesting

mechanisms for route formation in CRN. Some of such

protocols are found in [23, 40–46]. These protocols are

discussed in brief, in the next few paragraphs.

Cacciapuoti et al. as reported in [40], proposed a

routing protocol for CRN called CRN On-demand Dis-

tance Vector or CAODV. The proposed method is an

extension of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector

(AODV) [43] routing protocol designed for MANET.

Similar to AODV, this protocol also establishes a path

when there is a packet to transmit. Various control

packets of AODV, e.g. neighbor discovery packets, route

request, routes reply etc., are also used in CAODV.

Authors exploit the multi-hop communications and PUs’

activity dynamically. As stated in the paper, the proposed

algorithm quickly builds a path and is resilient against PU

activity changes. The protocol does not take into account

the sustainability of routes when selecting channels for

path formation. Neither the protocol considers the length

of PU activity for route construction. Chowdhury et al.

[41] proposed another routing protocol called SEARCH in

their work reported in. The protocol restricts the for-

warding of packets based on the geographic location of

destination node. The authors assume that the source and

all forwarding nodes know the geographical position of

the destination. However, keeping location information of

nodes incurs additional overhead. Moreover, the proposed

protocol does not take the stochastic nature of the activ-

ities of PUs into account for formation of the routes.

Therefore, sometimes the algorithm selects unstable paths.

In addition, route selection is performed at the destination

which introduces initial delay in the route establishment

process. Karim Habak et al. described a method of rout-

ing called LAUNCH as stated in [42]. As in [41], work of

[42] also rely on location information of SU nodes. This

protocol possesses some properties such as efficient use of

the common control channel, minimal route setup delay,

etc. However, this protocol does not guarantee the sta-

bility of the established route during conversation.

Abedi et al. [44] in their work presented a beaconless

routing algorithm with spectrum awareness. They name the

protocol as Dynamic Spectrum Aware Routing (DSAR).

As stated by the author, nodes in the topology collect

spectrum information and monitor spectrum mobility for

performing packet routing. The protocol performs channel

selection and neighbor coordination in the routing layer

along with a restricted geographical routing to cover all

spectrum opportunity regions. The protocol does not

exchange spectrum status for routing. It uses different

spectrum management slot for collection of spectrum

information and transmission slots for packet forwarding.

In addition, CUs discover routes by joint spectrum and

next-hop selection in the transmission intervals. The

restriction imposed on packet forwarding nodes enables

DSAR to cover a large area of spectrum opportunistically,

however, it does not degrade performance and possesses

lower routing overhead. Authors have investigated DSAR

through simulation and claim that it works better than the

similar protocol SEARCH [41]. The weak point of the

protocol is its time slicing for the two activities, spectrum

management and transmission. The slot duration itself is

difficult to determine optimally. Another critical parameter

is the selection of forwarding nodes to restrict packet

transmission in all direction. The nodes must know its

location in order to participate in the routing. Moreover, the

protocol does not provide any level of stability of channels

during route formation.

Singh et al. [45] have proposed a mechanism for spec-

trum sensing in cognitive environment in their work.

Although the protocol is not a routing approach, it may be

used as a primary step for routing in CRN. The work

addresses two issues; noise uncertainty and hidden node.

To overcome noise uncertainty, M-ary QAM technique is

used and to overcome this hidden node problem, cooper-

ative fusion Sensing with a combination of AND and OR

logic of a PU is used. The proposed mechanism ensures

increased performance with respect to probability of false

alarm and probability of missed detection. The paper states

that if CR experiences shadowing or fading effect, the user

cannot distinguish between an unused band and a deep fade

and considers it as a hidden node problem. Simulation of

the proposed algorithm is done in MATLAB and shows

that both these techniques overcome the above stated issues

and improves cognitive systems performance.

Sun et al. [46] proposed a routing protocol for CRN

based Vehicular Network. As stated in the paper the pro-

tocol is suitable for situations like natural disasters which

result in severe damage to communication infrastructure.

Additionally, such natural disasters are accompanied by

sharp spikes in the usage of commercially licensed spec-

trum. In such situation if affected victims attempt to

transmit information with high bandwidth requirement,
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then the proposed protocol can suitably be used in CRN. A

network architecture called Emergency Communication

through CR Vehicular Network (EC-CRVN) composed of

CR enabled vehicles that provide critical wireless con-

nectivity to both the general public and emergency

responders is proposed in the paper. They claim that the

approach incur less communication overhead. They are

emphasized on backbone formation through rescue or

public vehicle equipped with radio communication. The

approach however is for specific disaster scenario and not

for CRAHN environment as vehicles are involved in the

routing. Zhu et al. [47] proposed a tree based routing

algorithm for CRN. They intend to describe the routing

technique aiming static or slow moving CUs in the network

topology. The protocol has the drawback that if channel of

any node in the path is claimed by the owner PU then all

the nodes must leave their respective channels and the path

breaks in totality. There is no intermediate path repairing

mechanism adopted in the protocol. The absence of route

repairing mechanism significantly slows down packet

delivery process.

The research work discussed above deals with routing

without considering the sustainability of the channel in

the selected paths. It is most likely that the path estab-

lished by concerned algorithm becomes invalid due to the

sudden appearance of owner PU. So, it is believed that if

probabilities of channel availability due to PU activity are

taken into consideration in route construction, then the

sustainability of selected routes will definitely survive for

long duration. In this paper, an effort has been made to

form route among SU nodes by considering compara-

tively stable channels for routing. The proposed research

contributes in two directions: first, the modeling of

available channels among various nodes is done using

multilayer graph as proposed in [48]. Second, provides a

mechanism for computing steady state probability of

available PU channel before its use in route formation.

Channel selection is made based on the steady state

probability computed in advance by a SU node. Initial

probability is computed between two neighbors by taking

the ON and OFF period of owner of available channel.

Following assumptions are made for the formulation of

the proposed routing protocol:

• There are N � 1 channels available in the CRAHN

environment. At a specific moment of time, there may

be more than one free channel between any two CR

nodes or there may be no free channel at all. If there is

not a single common channel available between two

nodes then the said two nodes cannot communicate.

• The CR nodes periodically sense its surrounding

environment and keep a list of all available channels

in its database.

• For all the available channels recorded in second

assumption above, the concerned CR node computes

steady state probability. The process repeats periodi-

cally to reflect the channel dynamism.

During the formulation of proposed routing algorithm

for CRAHN, above mentioned assumptions are taken into

consideration. The route constructed using proposed algo-

rithms finds comparatively stable path which in turn

improves the performance of the CRAHN. In the next

section, a brief description of the theoretical basis of the

proposed algorithm is given to show the feasibility of the

routing method.

3 Theoretical background of proposed protocol

Xin et al. [48] have described amethod of topologymodeling

using multilayer graph representation. The same concept is

extended to our work for modeling of multiple channels in

the CRAHN topology. In addition to the multilayer graph

representation, steady state probabilities of different chan-

nels are also computed before the use of the channel in

routing. The state probabilities for all available channels to

its neighbors are calculated in advance by a node and stores

in a table. During the construction of a route, the node selects

the channel with high stability for packet forwarding. In this

section, the multilayer graph representation and the proba-

bility calculation method are described in order to establish

correctness of proposed algorithm.

3.1 Modeling of channels using multilayered graph

Multilevel graph representation of network topology is a

well-established tool in network analysis. It is leveraged to

multi-hop CRAHNs in many literatures. The work reported

by Xin et al. [48, 49] describes a framework to address

channel assignment and routing in CRAHN. The concept

can be extended to our work as our assumptions are same

as stated in [48]. We consider a multi-hop CRAHN and that

SU devices are equipped with adjustable transceiver. They

can sense and tune to surrounding environment as and

when required. PU activities model in this paper are

dynamic and very from low (15 % activity) to high activity

(around 80 % activity). The paper suggests a method of

multilayer graph formation by involving all CUs that uses

the same channel. One example scenario is depicted in

Fig. 1(a) [29, 48, 49] to understand the layered graph

representation.

For simplicity a topology of four nodes (node 1, 2, 3 and

4) with two available channels (ch1 and ch2) are considered

in the example topology of Fig. 1(a). The graph of

Fig. 1(a) is represented as a layered graph in Fig. 1(b). SUs
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connected using ch1 are drawn in plane 1 whereas, SUs

linked through ch2 are placed in plane 2. Number of planes

increases with the increase in number of available channels

for communication among SUs. Three types of edges

access, horizontal, and vertical, are defined in the multi-

level graph. In Fig. 1(b), edges connecting 1–11, 1–12,

2–21, 2–22 and so on are access edges. Horizontal edges

connect pair of sub-nodes of the same logical layer.

Example of horizontal edges are, edges connecting 11–21,

21–31, 31–41 and so on. If two secondary devices are

connected using the same channel then a horizontal edge

appears. Edges connecting 11–12, 21–22 etc. are vertical

edges as shown in Fig. 1(b). These edges represent con-

nection between two sub nodes of different layers of a

single secondary device. The vertical edge represents the

capability for a CU to switch from one channel to another

to forward incoming traffic.

The concept of the work presented in [48, 49] is used in

our work discussed in this paper. However, we restrict the

multilayer graph by a node to its neighbors only. A global

multilayer graph of entire topology is not formed as it

incurs considerable overhead. The multilevel graph of a

node helps to get an idea of all connected neighbors and

their common channels. At any moment of time a node can

get the information of available common channels by

observing the graph maintained in its data base rather than

sensing the channels. Then the SU node computes the

probability of channel transition considering an initial state

probability of a PU channels. The steady state probability

of channels is computed using probability theory. Apart

from inheriting the graph representation of the CRN

topology, no other part of our work is similar to the work

reported in [48] or [49]. The steady state probability

computed through probability theory is used to select a

channel for data forwarding in the later part of our pro-

posal. The method of probability calculation is described in

the next sub-section.

3.2 Proposed method of steady state probability

computation of PU channel

Let us assume that there are l channels of equal bandwidth

(say 5 MHz each) in the CR environment and no two

channels are completely orthogonal. So, there exists co-

located channel interference (mentioned as co-channel

interference in [41]) in the environment which occurs due

to the spectral leakage power [41] of communicating

channels.

The activity of a PU operating in channel l with a

transmission range of radius Rl refrains SUs located in that

region from transmitting and receiving data as per the

principal restriction of CRN. Apart from that, PU activity

in channel l also restricts some of SUs operated in the

neighboring channels. The phenomenon is explained with

the help of the diagram Fig. 2. Due to neighbor channel

interference, PU activity in channel l will also affect the

SUs using channel l - 1, l - 2, l ? 1 and l ? 2. However,

affected region due to channel l will be smaller in other

channels compared to the region of channel l. Neighbor

channel interference of channel l with coverage radius Rl

on channel l ? 1 is shown in Fig. 2. To calculate the

channel state probability, the above mentioned criteria is

taken into consideration. It is assumed that, there are n-

Plane 2

Plane 1ch1 ch1

ch1
ch1

ch2
ch2

ch2
ch2

32

4

42 3

11

21

41

31

1

12

2

22

Vertical edge

1
2

4 3 

ch1

ch2

ch1

ch2

ch1 ch2

ch1 ch2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 a A network topology with available channels. b Multilayer

graph representation of a network topology of (a)

Fig..2 Co-channel interferencePU1

PU on channel l
with radius Rl

RlSU1
SU2 SU3

SUs in the coverage of PUlon 
channel l and affected by 

operation of PUl

Rl’

SU5

SU4

SUs operate in channel l+1 and 
affected by operation of PUl

RlSU6

SU6 operates in channel l+1but 
not affected by operation of PUl

Fig. 2 Neighbor (or co-located) channel interference
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channels in the environment and C(i) represents the set of

available channels. Between any two nodes, there may be

j B n number of active channels. Let say �i is a constant

that represents the availability of a channel i such that

0 B ai B 0.9 and calculated as ai ¼ OFF
ONþOFF

. Where, ON

and OFF represents the fraction of time the PU using

channel i remain active and inactive respectively. Higher

the value of �i more the channel is stable. The state

probability of the channel i is calculated as mentioned

below:

pi ¼
Piþ2

k¼i�2 ;k � AAð Þk� /k
Piþ2

k¼i�2 ;k � Ak

ð1Þ

where, ;k: is the PU density in channel k, (AA)k: Area

covered by the channel k that affects the SU in channel i,

and computed as

AAð Þk¼
1=4� AK for k ¼ i� 2; iþ 2

1� AK for k ¼ i
1=2� AK for k ¼ i� 1; i� 2

8
<

:
ð2Þ

�k: as discussed above, Ak: is the actual coverage area of

channel k.

Here, (AA)k, the area in which SU cannot use channel k

due to the owner PU activity. Moreover, SUs operating in

neighbor channels as mentioned above also cannot operate

is certain regions. However, the area decreases as it goes

away from channel k (as depicted in Fig. 2). So, values �
and � are taken to calculate the coverage that are one and

two channels away from channel k. These fractions give

approximate affecting area and are considered sufficient

with computational simplicity. If a channel is not available

then the state probability is considered zero. To describe

the probability, we demonstrate a network topology with

four SU nodes as given in Fig. 3.

ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6
ch1 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch2 0 0 0 :3=4 0 :3=4
ch3 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch4 0 :5=4 0 0 0 :5=4
ch5 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch6 0 :4=4 0 :4=4 0 0

ðAÞ

Considering six channels (i.e. n = 6) for SUs a com-

putation of state probability is presented in this discussion.

However, at certain point of time all channels may not be

available between any two nodes. The diagram of Fig. 3

shows available channels between any two neighbors. With

reference to Fig. 3, transition probability matrix (p(x)) [50]

between two nodes ‘A’ and ‘B’ is computed as shown by

matrix (A).

From p(x) we can calculate the steady state transition

probability vector by solving the equation,

xp xð Þ ¼ x ð3Þ

where; x ¼ x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6ð Þ is a row matrix and

expanding the equation following is obtained,

x1x2x3x4x5x6ð Þ

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 :075 0 :075
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 :125 0 0 0 :125
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 :100 0 0 :100 0

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
A

¼ x1x2x3x4x5x6ð Þ

The above equation can be solved to obtain the values of

x1; x2. . .x6. These values give steady state probability of

various channels. The following matrix shows the values

obtained by solving Eq. (3).

ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6 Steadystateprobability

ch1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch2 0 0 0 :3=4 0 :3=4 0:23
ch3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch4 0 :5=4 0 0 0 :5=4 0:36
ch5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ch6 0 :4=4 0 :4=4 0 0 0:62

From the above discussion and computation it is seen that

channel ch6 has the highest probability to be stable during the

operation of SU nodes. Further, steady state probability of

three channels (2, 4 and 6) are non-zero. Other channels have

probability zero which indicates that these channels are not

available for operation. So, if node ‘A’ need to transmit data

to ‘B’ then it will select ch6 for communication. In the cal-

culation, only computation of node ‘A’ is shown. In the actual

implementation of the algorithm all nodes in the CRN

topology compute the steady state probability of all existing

channels to their neighbors. These probabilities are

A B 

C D 

ch2

ch6

ch4

ch6

ch1 ch5 ch3 ch6

ch4

ch3

Fig. 3 A simple topology with available channels
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computed in advance by each of the node and then used in the

route formation phase of the algorithm. The proposed pro-

tocol is described in the next section.

4 Proposed routing mechanism

The routing mechanism in this proposal comprises of three

independent processes. The first process is probability

computation. In this process, a node computes the stability

of each available channel to reach its neighbor. This pro-

cess is carried out when a SU node becomes active and re-

computes at an interval of 5 s. The second process is

channel selection where a node computes the most

stable channel. The third process is routing and is invoked

to select a route from source to destination or to forward

data by an intermediate node. Detailed description of these

processes follows.

4.1 Probability computation process

SU in CRN environment senses all the available channels

in its surrounding and discovers all its neighbors which are

reachable. The node may use any existing neighbor dis-

covery mechanism, however, the HELLO packet exchange

is assumed for the purpose in our work. Then it constructs

the multilayer graph as stated in Sect. 3.1. This graph

guides the SU node to know about its neighbors and

available channels to use between them. Using the infor-

mation from the multilayer graph the SU node computes

steady state probability between itself and the neighbor. At

this point the node uses the method of Sect. 3.2 to perform

steady state computation. This computed steady state

probability is then recorded by each node and stores in its

database for probable use in the subsequent phases. The

algorithm of probability computation is given in Fig. 4.

The algorithm 1 (Fig. 4) computes steady state proba-

bility of all the channels connecting a node to its neighbor.

But this algorithm does not actually select the channel from

a source to a destination. A separate algorithm is designed

for selection of channels in order to form routes. This

channel selection procedure chooses the most stable chan-

nel in the path and is discussed in the next subsection.

4.2 Channel selection process

In Fig. 5 the channel selection algorithm is given. This

algorithm is aimed to select the most stable channel to

reach each of the neighbor from a given node. In reality the

node selects more than one channel ordered by stability to

reach its every neighbor. In case the selected channel is not

available to use, it can choose the next available channel

with next higher stability. The most stable channel is

Algorithm 1: transition probability computation by node Si

1. for i=1..N /* N is the number of Secondary node */

2. let Ni={} /* Ni is a the set of neighbors; set to null */

3. for j=1..Nn /* Nn is the cardinality of set Ni*/

4. SEND(HELLO, Sj) /* Sj is the neighbor of Si */ 

5. If RECV(REPLY, Sj) then Ni = Ni U {Sj}.

6. endfor (j)

7. endfor (i) 

8. for k=1..Nn

9. for l=1..M /* M is the total channel of the CRN */ 

10. SENSE (chk,l) /* chi,l is the channel been node 

Si,Sj*/

11. if (chk,l==TRUE) then

12. M[k,l]←compute using eqn.(1)/*M is a matrix */

13. endif 

14. endfor (l)

15. endfor (k) 

16. Mkx1 ← Rkx1 X Mkxk /*compute steady state probability 

as in eqn (3); Rkx1 is arrow matrix*/ 

Fig. 4 Algorithm for steady state computation

Algorithm 2: Channel selection by node i to forward data to 

next hop

1. let NAch= {} /*NAch is the set of unavailable channels*/

2. let chst =0 /* chst is the stability value of the channel */

3. let ch = null /* no channel is available */ 

4. for i=1..k /*k is the rows in steady state probability 

matrix Mkx1 */

5. if (M[i] > chst )  && (i is not in NAch ) then

6. chst= M[i] /* update the stability value */

7. ch = i /* update channel to be used */ 

8. endif    

9. if (SENSE(i) == FALSE ) then 

10. NAch = NAch U {i}

11. endif

12. else break

13. endfor (i) /* finds the most stable channel */

Fig. 5 Channel selection algorithm
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expected to select by the stated algorithm for routing a

packet at the end of the operation. An example scenario for

invocation of our algorithms are depicted in Fig. 6. At the

end of execution of algorithm 2, the node will form its

neighbors table as shown in Fig. 6.

4.3 Routing process

The proposed PSR is an on-demand routing protocol and

accomplishes routing process using two main messages,

Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP). When a

SU node comes up, it senses it’s surrounding and performs

two operations. First, it prepares a list of neighbor SUs by

exchanging hello packet and second, it prepares the sta-

bility information of all channels to its every neighbor

using the method described in Sect. 3.2. So, at the moment

when a SU got a packet to transmit, we assume that it has

the information of all its neighbors and channel informa-

tion stored in its database (refer Fig. 6). When the SU node

(say node SUi) has a packet to transmit, it starts a route

discovery process [40, 43]. As a route discovery process,

SUi selects neighbors from its neighbor table and broadcast

a RREQ message to all of them using available channel

through which they can be reached. It may be stated here

that the neighbor table stores the information with most

stable channel to reach the neighbor with channel stability

value. The sender then creates an entry in its route cache

about the RREQ that it communicates with the following

information

\id#; src; dst; nxt hop; ch#; st val; rt found; prv[

where, id#: RREQ sequence no, src: source node address,

dst: destination node address, nxt_hop: next hop to whom

the packet to be forwarded, ch#: which channel to be used,

st_val: stability value of the used channel, rt_found: route

exist or not (initial value is set to ‘N’ and prv: from which

the RREQ is coming. On receipt of the RREQ message by

an intermediate SU node, it first check its cache for a path

to the destination, if one exists then it send RREP message.

If there is no entry found then it first creates the entry in its

cache. Then it checks the neighbor table and if it found that

the destination is its neighbor then it updates the routing

cache and sends a RREP message, provided the life_time of

the entry in neighbor table is greater than pre specified

life_thres. Otherwise, the intermediate node initiates a

RREQ to its neighbor. Since every node has information

about its neighbor and which channel to use to reach it so,

the PSR protocol ends the path search one hop ahead of the

destination. Whereas, in CAODV [40] or AODV [43] the

RREQ propagates till the destination which is an advantage

in PSR.

The route discovery process in proposed PSR may be

explained using the topology of Fig. 6. Let us assume that

node ‘A’ has a packet to transmit to ‘E’. So, ‘A’ the source

node, constructs a RREQ packet with required information

and broadcasts using channel 3 and 5 respectively to both

its neighbors ‘B’ and ‘C’. Simultaneously, it will also

create routing cache entry as shown in the A’s cache entry

A ch1

C’s Neighbor tbl
nd ch st_val
A 5 0.3
E 4 0.4

B

D

C

E 

A’s Neighbor tbl 
nd ch st_val 
B 3 0.4 
C 5 0.3 

B’s Neighbor tbl
nd ch st_val
A 3 0.4
D 5 0.3
E 7 0.2

E’s Neighbor tbl
nd ch st_val
B 7 0.2
C 4 0.4

D’s Neighbor tbl

nd ch st_val
B 5 0.3

A’s cache entry 
id src dst ch st nxt rt prv 
16 A E 3 0.4 B Y A 
16 A E 5 0.3 C Y A 

B’s cache entry 
id src dst ch st nxt rt prv
16 A E 5 0.3 B - A 
16 A E 7 0.2 E  A 

C’s cache entry 
id src dst ch st nxt rt prv 
16 A E 4 0.4 E - A 

E’s cache entry 
id src dst ch st nxt rt prv 
16 A E 7 0.2 E - B 
16 A E 4 0.4 E - C 

D’s cache entry 
id src dst ch st nxt rt prv 
16 A E - - - -  

Fig. 6 Channel selection in one node with two neighbors
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table (life_time is not shown). The two entries in the

table indicates that RREQ is broadcasted via two different

channels. The reason of broadcasting the RREQ is, if there

are more than one neighbors that uses the same free

channel then the single copy will serve both the neighbors.

Node ‘B’ will hear the RREQ in channel 3 and ‘C’ will

hear the RREQ in channel 5. At this point the entry of

‘route found (rt)’ column in A’s cache is set to null. On

receipt of the RREQ, the node ‘B’ and ‘C’ will notice that

the destination E is its neighbor. So, they first make an

entry in its cache as shown in the cache entries of ‘C’ and

‘D’. If the remaining lifetime of the neighbor table entry

for ‘E’ is greater than a pre specified threshold (life_-

thresh), than both the node first send RREP to ‘A’, and then

send a RREQ to ‘E’. Otherwise, RREQ is send to ‘E’ and

waits for RREP. However, ‘B’ need to sends RREQ to ‘D’

as it in the B’s neighbor table. On receipt of the RREQ by

node ‘E’, it will notice that the RREQ is for itself and

hence it will create an entry in the cache. It has noticed that

both the RREQ is from its neighbor and assumes that the

RREP has already been sent to ‘A’. So, it need not send the

RREP. This process makes the route discovery faster

compared to CAODV. When A receives the RREP mes-

sage it updates the entry in the cache as route found set to

‘Y’. Now it has two paths to the destination and selects the

most stable path via ‘B’ as it has higher stability value. In

case of failure of path via ‘B’, it may select the alternate

path.

5 Simulation results

The proposed stable routing (PSR) algorithm is simulated

in ns-2 as stated in [51] and routing overhead, route sur-

vival time, route construction time and packet loss ratio are

compared with CAODV [40]. During simulation, PUs and

SUs are distributed uniformly across an area of

1000 9 1000 square meters with 11 channels available for

operation of PU. The PU activity is modeled as ON and

OFF state. During ON state, PU will access the channel and

during OFF state SU will get chance to communicate.

Some PUs are allowed to be active for long time whereas

some of them are allowed for short time. The SU nodes are

equipped with IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol available in ns-

2.31. The transmission range of SUs is in circular area of

50 m. The interference range of a PU is set to 70 m. The

SUs are initially placed uniformly and allowed to move

according to the random walk model [52]. The source and

destination of each connection are also selected randomly.

Total number of SUs (or CUs) considered as 100 to 150

and the number of PUs taken in the range of 20 to 40. We

have taken two scenarios with PU activities 15 % and

85 % respectively and simulated for 500 s (max.). Details

of simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

Following performance parameters are observed during

the simulation of the proposed algorithm.

Route survival time It is the time duration of existence of

a route after its construction. In CRN route breakage occurs

due to sudden appearance of PU nodes and movement of

SU nodes outside the range of one another. If SU nodes are

comparatively less mobile then the survival time of routes

are completely dependent on the probability of PU

appearance. Longer survival time is always a desirable

parameter for routing algorithms.

Routing overhead The routing overhead specifies the

number of additional messages required to communicate in

order to construct a path. These managerial packets con-

sume significant bandwidth. Since in CRN, channel need to

be used very efficiently, minimal routing overhead is pru-

dent. The routing overhead is measured in bytes.

Route construction time The proposed protocol starts

finding a path when it has a packet to transmit. So, a packet

needs to wait in the node’s interface till a route is formed.

However, the consecutive packets of the same flow may

use the already discovered path. As the route formation

process needs to communicate RREQ packets and wait for

corresponding RREP packet the route construction takes

some time. If this construction time is more then, average

delay suffered by packets will be more. Hence a minimum

route construction time is always better.

Packet loss rate It is the fraction of packets delivered

successfully to the destination and measured in percent. It

is assumed that packets are lost due to breakage in the path

and no route could be re-constructed quickly to retransmit

the packet. No packet loss due to bit error is assumed in the

observation.

Table 1 Parameters and their typical values used in the experiment

Parameter Value range Typical value (s)

Number of PUs 20–40 30

Number of SUs 100–150 120

PU transmission range 70 m 70 m

SU transmission range 50 m 50 m

Number of channels 11 11

Operating frequency 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz

Packet size 512 Bytes 512 Bytes

Session size 500–700 Pkts 600 Pkts

Simulation area 1000 9 1000 1000 9 1000

SU speed 2–10 m/s 3 m/s

Active connections 10–20 15

Transmission bandwidth 5 MHz 5 MHz
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5.1 Route survival time

The route survival time i.e. how long a route survives after

its construction, is recorded for the proposed PSR and

CAODV protocol and results are shown in Fig. 7. The

survival time for different paths with varying hop length

and varying percentage of PU activities are depicted in the

figure. The recorded outcomes convey the fact that the

route survives for longer time in PSR compared to

CAODV. In a scenario of 15 % PU activities, when paths

length is short like 2 or 3 hops, the gain in PSR is almost

100 % compared to CAODV. However, for longer routes

(e.g. more than 3 hops) the gain reduces to 30–50 %. On

the other hand, when PU activity is 85 %, route survival

time of both the protocols is less. But, performance is still

better in PSR for shorter routes of 2–3 hops with a gain of

around 40 % compared to CAODV. However, for longer

path (more than three hops) survival time of both the

protocols is same. So, as a conclusion it may be stated that,

although, with higher PU activity the route survival time of

longer paths in PSR protocol cannot outperforms CAODV,

while for shorter path with low PU activity PSR is better

than CAODV. The reason of such behavior may be

explained as follows. The path established by PSR sustains

for longer duration because, more steady channels are

selected for constructing the route. CAODV does not

consider the stability aspect of the channels and hence

route breaks occur frequently. However, for path with large

hop count and higher PU activity, PSR and CAODV con-

verge, because stability in some segments cannot be

preserved.

5.2 Routing overhead

To analyze the routing overhead we have considered the

number of managerial packets transmitted for construction

as well as reconstruction (if applicable) of a path during a

session. Results are observed against SU speed (Fig. 8(a))

and PU activities (Fig. 8(b)). During the observation of the

said parameters, sessions are created at a distance of two to

three hops at the initial stage. Then SUs are allowed to

move with random walk mobility model. The simulation

script is executed for 200, 300 and 400 secs and the

average value in each case is taken. Total number of

managerial packets during the simulation is then observed

and shown in various figures.

As depicted in Fig. 8(a), with low mobility of SU nodes

(2–4 m/s) and low PU activity, PSR produces around

35–65 % lower overhead. As and when SU mobility

increases both the protocol shows higher overhead. Still the

overhead of PSR is 5–15 % lower than CAODV. With high
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PU activity, the overhead is high for both protocols. How-

ever, for low mobility (with high PU activity), PSR has

around10–20 %and that for highermobility the deduction in

overhead is only around 3–5 %. Due to the longer survival

time of routes, PSR initiates less number of route re dis-

covery thanCAODV.Hence, the PSR outperformsCAODV.

But with high PU activity more route breaks occur and hence

both protocols introduce larger overhead.

To understand the impact of PU activity on routing

overhead we have also plotted the said parameter against

varying PU activity. Result reveals that as and when PU

activity increases the overhead increases for both protocols.

But the overhead incurred in PSR is less compared to

CAODV. For low PU activity, PSU outperforms CAODV

by around 25–30 % and for higher PU activity it is around

45–50 %. It indicates that for scenario of higher PU

activity PSR is much better than CAODV.

5.3 Route construction time

Route construction time for PSR and CAODV is observed

for varying path length. Results are recorded with and

without inclusion of steady state probability computation

time for PSU and compared with CAODV. Considering

steady state computation time the route construction of PSR

is more compared to CAODV (Fig. 9), whereas, without

steady state computation time route construction time for

both protocols overlaps (Fig. 10).

5.4 Packet loss rate

Packet loss rate is observed against varying SU speed (Fig. 11)

and shows that loss rate is proportional to SU mobility.

With high mobility and lower PU activity, PSR shows

around 2.3 times lower packet loss compared to CAODV.

It is because in PSR routes survive for longer period as

most stable channel is selected for communication. Fig-

ure 11 also depicts that with 85 % PU activity, the loss rate

is comparatively high even in lower mobility (2–3 m/s). To

understand the packet loss rate with respect to PU activity

graphs of Fig. 12 is presented. From these graphs it is seen

that if PU activity is more than 45 %, the packet loss rate

increases abruptly and degrades beyond that.

With high PU activity (85 %), Although PSR shows

about half of the packet loss compared to CAODV, the loss

is quite high as around 41 %. Hence, it may be concluded

that with higher activity of PU no protocol can give sat-

isfactory performance.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method of routing in

CRAHN that selects the most stable channel from the

available channels between any two cognitive nodes. A

probabilistic approach is used to select the most

stable channel. Initial state probability of the channels are

computed from the ON–OFF period of the owner PU of the

channel. This knowledge is periodically updated. The

proposed method helps to improve service quality to the

end users in the CRAHN by selecting a stable route for data

communication. Simulation results show improvement in

terms of routing overhead, packet loss rate and path sur-

vival time. For route construction, CAODV performs better

in terms of time requirement than the proposed algorithm if

we consider the stable state probability calculation time as

a part of the route construction time taken by the proposed

protocol, PSR. However, the steady state probability cal-

culation is done in advance so this time component may be

excluded from route construction time of PSR. In such a

case, PSR and CAODV have almost same route construc-

tion time. As a conclusion, PSR shows overall better per-

formance than CAODV.
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